Trusted Security Solutions for the Retail Industry
Avigilon designs, develops, and manufactures video analytics, network video management software and
hardware, surveillance cameras, and access control solutions.

How We Can Help Retail Store Operations
Our complete security solutions provide clear, high-definition video and an intuitive video management software to help
improve your Loss Prevention’s operational efficiencies.
Discreet Security — Low-profile design and high megapixel imaging helps detect incidents clearly and inconspicuously
without deterring from the shopping experience.
Plug and Play — Avigilon cameras deliver exceptional image quality right out of the box, and seamless integration with our
ACC™ video management software to significantly reduce installation and configuration costs.
Powerful Search — Our ACC software enables operators to quickly locate a person or vehicle of interest and missing
objects to improve incident response times and enhance forensic investigations.
Efficient Bandwidth Management — HDSM SmartCodec™ technology works with our High Definition Stream Management
(HDSM) ™ technology to significantly reduce bandwidth and storage needs, while lowering your network load.

Why Avigilon?
Designed and manufactured in North America with a
commitment to quality.

Complimentary software training through online and
instructor-led courses.

Extensive customer service before and after installation.

24/7 technical support by phone or online chat.

Avigilon Solutions for Retail Stores
Avigilon surveillance cameras maintain high image
quality while providing efficient bandwidth management.
• Avigilon H4 SL camera line enables out-of-thebox convenience in 1-3 MP resolutions.
• Avigilon H4 Mini Dome camera line offers
discreet security with exceptional image detail
in 1-3 MP resolutions.
• Avigilon H4 Fisheye camera line provides
360° panoramic view with no blind spots in
6 and 12 MP resolutions.

Avigilon analog video encoders are a cost-effective way to
easily migrate your legacy analog system to a network-based
IP system for a true hybrid solution.
Avigilon Control Center (ACC) easy-to-use management
software allows you to quickly review live or recorded footage
over your mobile network to report on a wide range of low to
high priority incidents.
Avigilon HD Video Appliances provide a network switch,
workstation, server and storage, all integrated into a single
cost effective, easy-to-install security solution.

For more information, email asksales@avigilon.com
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